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When South African Jewish academic Hayley Katzen moves to a remote Australian cattle
property to live with her farmer girlfriend, she hopes, at last, to find home. But this is no happy-
ever-after tree change. Lecture halls, law reform and the arts are replaced with castrating calves,
shovelling manure, fire-fighting and anti-gas blockades. In a place that attracts people who live
by their own rules, Hayley must confront her limitations and preconceptions to forge her own
identity. Set in the unpredictable beauty of the Australian landscape, and told with Hayley
Katzen’s compelling candour and rigour, Untethered charts one migrant’s search for home. Part
love story and part off-the-grid adventure, Untethered is a powerful reminder that home can be
found in many forms – in love, in family and friends, in ideologies and political movements, in
landscapes and communities, and ultimately, in ourselves. 

Within the chapters it is clear that the ‘realness’ of teaching is at the core, making the work
especially relevant for those who are teaching, learning to teach, or examining the practices of
teaching in a wide range of contexts. At the same time tertiary students within the arts, and those
working within creative industry contexts would benefit from this book. Within the chapters there
is the investigation of the leadership, the bodily, the space, the voice, the presence – allowing a
breadth to develop in the notion of what dramaturgy might be. Østern’s work highlights the
plurality of choices we as educators have in our practices, and the book provides a way to
navigate the terrain of education and change in an artful way-Rose Martin (PhD, Dance
Studies),Associate Professor of Arts Education with a focus on Multiculturalism, Norwegian
University of Science and TechnologyThe Book is amazing! Lots of things to discover. Thinking
like a dramaturg in the field of education is the main focus of the book that invites teachers to
use dramaturgical thinking in planning and supports their aesthetic development. It sets an
example for the association of art with pedagogy on the way to create knowledge. It reflects how
dramaturgical thinking can be adapted to teaching and learning processes with application
examples. A great resource for educators, researchers, practitioners and students-Nevin
Gümüş, PhD Student, Faculty of Fine Arts, Ankara UniversityThis book goes on to the ‘Must
Read’ list of every scholar in the field of drama and theatre education. It presents a profound
theory of dramaturgy and gives valid practical examples to illustrate the praxis of drama
education and the work of the teacher-artist. It is invaluable for all those who wish to develop an
analysis of dramaturgical practice in the field of Artful Education- Hannu Heikkinen, Senior
Lecturer in Drama and Theatre Education, University of Oulu--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorAnna-Lena Østern has since 2007 been Professor of Arts Education in
the Department of Teacher Education, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU). She has educated drama teachers towards becoming general teachers and teacher



educators. She was the academic leader of a national doctoral school for teacher education in
Norway, NAFOL, 2010–2015. She is now professor emerita at Åbo Akademi University.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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poetry from Down Through The Years © 2001 and Dreams of a Dreamer© 2011. Reprinted with
the permission of Edgar Bell on behalf of the Estate of the late Nessie Bell.Eula Biss, excerpt
from ‘Back to Buxton’ from Notes from No Man’s Land. © 2009, 2018 by Eula Biss. Reprinted
with the permission of The Permissions Company, LLC on behalf of Graywolf Press, .Cover and
internal design by Deborah Parry GraphicsUNTETHEREDHAYLEY KATZENFor Jenand for my
motherWe are entirely made up of bits and pieces, woven together so diversely and so
shapelessly that each one of them pulls its own way at every moment. And there is as much
difference between us and ourselves as there is between us and other people.– Michel de
Montaigne, ‘On the Inconstancy of Our Actions’CONTENTSPART ONE: ROMANCE1. Tywyah2.
Come make hay3. The reality of Jen’s world4. Are we too different?5. Cut loose6. Sanctuaries of
old7. Tugged: Old meets new8. Getting hitched9. Picket-fence home10. Maybe a baby11. A
wooden babyPART TWO: PLACE12. Foreign13. Farmer’s wife14. New languages15. Nigel no-
mates16. When in Rome17. A visit from my mother18. Volunteer firefighter19. Adventures
beyond the farm gate20. Attached to Lucky21. The pink gumboots22. Not just a sleeping
partner23. Sexuality as a roadblock24. CountrywomanPART THREE: COMMUNITY25. Bored
farmer’s wife26. Jealous girl27. Love apples28. Find a friend29. Another writer30. Grand
designs31. FailurePART FOUR: HAUNTINGS32. The world out there33. Wish you could be with
us34. Vital and bubbly35. Retired36. Creative solitudePART FIVE: SAFETY37. Community38.
Control39. Protect40. ‘We’PART SIX: THE HEART41. Where am I?42. Partnership43. Mirrors
and measures44. HomecomingAcknowledgementsPART ONE:ROMANCEFor without hearts
there is no home.– ‘Don Juan’, Lord Byron1.TYWYAH‘WHERE THE HELL ARE WE?’ I said to
my game-for-anything buddy. I’d counted four pubs and three butchers as we drove along the
main street of the small country town.‘Casino,’ she said. ‘The beef capital.’‘Where even the radio
station’s named for cattle?’ I said as I read out a billboard: COW FM.I flicked through the CDs in
the console. I couldn’t remember any more songs from Grease, The Sound of Music or Jesus
Christ Superstar. My friend launched into ‘Don’t Cry for Me Argentina’.I joined in for the chorus,
replacing Argentina with South Africa. Six and a half years earlier in January 1989, as an



impatient and determinedly independent 22-year-old, I’d migrated to Australia. My stepfather,
whose oldest sons had already migrated, had facilitated the golden opportunity: a permanent
residency visa. My father’s sudden death had catapulted my decision to emigrate immediately,
ahead of my mother and stepfather: I needed a safe home. I was no Eva Peron but leaving South
Africa, mired then in a draconian state of emergency, had felt like a betrayal of the national
democratic struggle and of the courageous and moral self I aspired to be. At the same time, I
was deeply grateful for migration’s privileges: to study and live in a safe and peaceful country,
free of the fears and insecurities, the alienation and guilt that came with being white and Jewish
in apartheid South Africa.Lismore, where I taught law at the university, was thirty kilometres
behind us. Byron Bay, with its ropey fig trees and camphor laurels, sugarcane and white
beaches, an hour and a half behind us. A year ago, hoping to find somewhere I might belong, I’d
taken sick leave from my paid and unpaid legal jobs in Sydney, loaded my white hatchback and,
together with my housemate, headed north.As my friend belted out another verse, I examined
the mud map on the back of the invitation to Jen’s fortieth birthday party. We still had another
ninety kilometres to go before we got to Tywyah – and this had all been my idea.I’d met Jen two
days earlier, watched as she’d roped a load of mattresses and bags of horse feed to her blue
truck. I was intrigued. I’d never met a woman who talked of ‘loads’ and ‘truckies’ knots’.But on
that spring evening, I was more interested in a woman with deep brown eyes and a shaved head.
We’d circled each other a fortnight before at a Tropical Fruits dance, and I’d finally found an
excuse to drop by the converted stables where she lived. I tried not to look at the bed I longed to
lie on. I rolled and smoked cigarette after cigarette. My blood, my breath, my heart all moved too
fast. My words tumbled and tripped. I wanted to be there, and I wanted to run away. The arrival of
the woman’s friends, Jen and her carpenter girlfriend, was a salve. The invitation to Jen’s
birthday party on her farm was gold: a chance to see my crush again, and a chance to get to
know more women in this new community.‘Why would you want to live out here?’ I wondered
aloud as we drove on, past endless barbed-wire fences, past skinny cows and horses floating in
paddocks bleached of colour, and then up and over a mountain range for more barbed wire and
lonely houses. As the sun was setting, we clattered over a wooden bridge signposted Hamilton’s
Crossing and pulled up at the mud map’s X: a red mailbox with the sign Tywyah.‘Weird name.
How do you even say it? Tiwieh?’‘Maybe tie-why-ah,’ my friend said.I got out to open the gate.
‘Gross. Can you smell that?’What a tough, hot, dry, ugly place. I climbed back into the car and
notched up the volume on Jane Siberry’s ‘Calling All Angels’.We followed the arrows across a
mustard-brown paddock; past a cow’s body, her ribs a scaffolding without the skin; through a dry
gully and up a rocky and rutted driveway. Just when the car demanded another gear, an oasis
appeared amid the spotty gum trees: a crowd of women, some standing around a bonfire, some
lounging on sofas beneath a passionfruit vine on the wide verandah of a mudbrick house.I
fluffed my short hair in the side mirror, for a fraction of a second not recognising myself. A couple
of years earlier I’d cut my wild mane short in the hope I’d look more ‘dykey’ and find my place in
Sydney’s lesbian community.As we hesitantly walked through the open gate, Jen welcomed



us.‘Thanks for the invitation,’ I said. ‘We’ve been trying to work out how to say the name of this
place. Is it Ti … Tiwi … ah?’She laughed. ‘Tie-wire. As in tying the wire. You know that wire used
in bush building?’‘No,’ I said, looking completely blank.‘Everything here was built with poles and
wire. So that’s what we called the place. We were taking the piss out of everyone buying bush
blocks or hobby farms and calling them exotic names like Bella Vista.’We joined the gathering
and, not long after, a friend from town, dressed in red leather chaps, said, ‘Hey, you girls, we
need some performances. Can you whip something up?’Someone suggested a song, someone
had a guitar, and before I knew it I was led over to the stables into what was called a ‘tack room’.
There were saddles and helmets, reins and bridles, whips and chains. Why the hell not? I
thought, as I stripped down to black bra and denim shorts.An hour later, in front of a crowd of
women, most of whom I didn’t know, I mock-kissed a bare-breasted woman in a harness and
helmet. I wore elasticised workboots and sported a whip. Bridles, reins and chains trellised my
pale freckled nakedness. We were the dancers, the girls behind us the guitarists and singers for
a spontaneous performance of ‘Wild Thing’.After our performance, while the leather girls with
handcuffs dangling from studded belts gave me approving looks, I searched out the safety of my
game-for-anything buddy. Instead I found the woman I had a crush on and, still skating on this
bold me, I said, ‘How about a night of uncomplicated sex?’I can’t believe I actually came out with
that line. Something tipped my usual seesaw from anxiety to adventurous. Maybe it was the
costume, the performance amid the safety of a women-only event, maybe it was the unknown
crowd and far-away farm, maybe it was another case of fake it till you make it, something I’d
become more proficient at since migration. That night I found a bold self – the bravado of the
outsider who so wants to belong.Like many a romantic comedy, Jen and I collided after that
weekend. My lover – the first night at Tywyah had led to a second and then a third – had invited
me to dinner. Jen was a guest too, and I parked behind her blue truck. The night ended with a
bang – between Jen’s blue truck and my little white hatchback.My lover and I discovered the
collision as we were leaving. In the moonlight I stared at the damage while she went inside to tell
the others. How was I to handle this? It wasn’t the dented white duco that worried me. It was the
politics of economic inequality – of difference.On Jen’s farm I’d seen the sagging mismatched
couches, and heard how she and her girlfriends had built every structure on the block. I
assumed that Jen, like some of my other friends, might be on the dole and have no access to
extra cash or credit – ‘skint’, as the girls used to say. What if Jen wasn’t insured? What if she
couldn’t afford the repairs?If economic privilege is relative, in the class-conscious lesbian
feminist community of the nineties, to have a well-paying job, own a home or have savings
meant you were labelled as ‘rich’, and your ethics around money were up for discussion –
particularly if you’d inherited money, as I’d done when my father had died, suddenly, tragically,
when I was twenty-one, six months before I’d emigrated.Where my South African political
education had focused on Steve Biko and Franz Fanon’s writings about black consciousness, in
smoky Sydney pubs, around kitchen tables and from Audre Lorde’s Sister Outsider I’d
discovered feminism and ‘the personal is political’. I learned about the complexities of power and



choice and the words that described experiences I’d known of but had no language for, like
incest and domestic violence. I learned too that feminists had overlooked the blacks and gays,
the elderly, the poor and the disabled – what is these days known as intersectionality. And I’d
learned about hierarchies of otherness: to be black or poor was ‘worthy’. I, on the other hand,
was suspect: middle class, Jewish, heterosexual until recently – all privileges some associate
with power. Worse still, I was a white South African who’d benefited from the privilege of
whiteness.So staring at Jen’s truck up against my dented duco, I wondered whether I should just
say, ‘I’m happy to pay.’ Or would that offend Jen? And if I didn’t offer, would the privilege police
accuse me of being a typical ungenerous rich white Jewish South African?When everyone came
out to look at the smash, there was laughter and disbelief.Jen looked at the two vehicles,
opened the passenger door of her blue truck and said, ‘The handbrake must’ve slipped; the
truck’s rolled back. I’ll call the insurance people on Monday.’My shoulders dropped. This wasn’t
ethically complicated. Jen saw this as her responsibility. I wasn’t expected to pay simply
because I could afford it. Perhaps, despite differences, I could still fit in here, still make this place
home.‘The pool’s completely private,’ the elderly woman told my housemate and me as we
stood outside the blond-brick house on the hill. I nodded and smiled. What a view. To the west
were rolling paddocks, south and north were ocean glimpses, and the house was only ten
minutes from the quaint village of Bangalow, where you couldn’t do the grocery shopping but
you could post a letter and buy Persian carpets. It was also only a half-hour drive to the
university where I worked.‘We’re active in Rotary and the Country Women’s Association so we
built the house for entertaining,’ the woman said as she gestured through the glass screen doors
to the large paved area.I pictured ladies in linen lunching at white-clothed tables and men in
open-necked shirts leaning over the built-in-bar.‘Do you entertain much?’ the woman asked.My
housemate and I avoided each other’s eyes.‘A little,’ I said, as I imagined the parties I might host.
I pictured groups of lesbians lazing naked beside the private pool, smoking, drinking, dancing,
perhaps even performing – surely that raised dining room with the wooden bannister could
become a stage.I wanted to do cartwheels across the acre of lush green lawn. I saw security,
and a happier, more balanced life. How fortunate I was. If a migrant, rather than an expat, is
defined by some ‘need’, my need for physical safety had surely been met. I sang a few lines from
The Jungle Book’s ‘The Bare Necessities’ out loud.Ten years earlier, as a university student in
Cape Town, I’d stood amid the wreckage of homes that had been bulldozed by the South African
government, handing formula and nappies to women who had nothing to feed their babies and
nowhere to shelter them. Later, as we’d driven home to hot showers and warm beds, someone
had started singing ‘The Bare Necessities’. I’d joined in, but as we sang I’d looked back at the
hundreds of homeless people camped in Red Cross tents.How very grateful I was then – and
now. Unlike the residents of that township of Crossroads, unlike so many South Africans and
Australians, I had the necessities in peaceful, safe Australia. Here, I’d be able to send down
roots. Under the tutelage of my gardener– writer housemate and her girlfriend, I’d take up
gardening, which they said would help me manage the stress of my academic job, perhaps



teach me what I needed to learn: patience, and the natural order and cycle of life. What really
mattered. This would be a place to belong.‘Can you convert this into two offices?’ I asked Jen’s
girlfriend the carpenter as we stood beside the carport’s brick pillars. Apart from the countless
sliding glass doors, which made me wonder if I’d ever feel safe on my own, the house had one
major drawback: there were only two bedrooms, both too small to accommodate a bed and
desk, and I now needed to work harder than ever. An inheritance might’ve helped buy the place
but I’d pay the mortgage and maintenance from my university salary. I had to show everyone I
worked for it all – how else would I gain my community’s approval? Buying the place had felt like
another coming out: I could afford a place that my closest friend described as ‘over the top’ –
again, a relative term. Only a handful of the women I knew owned houses.The carpenter walked
around, measuring, tapping, suggesting, jotting down figures with the pencil she pulled from
behind her ear. Each office would have doors to the outside and she could cut through the brick
wall to create an entry from the house via my wardrobe. Like the magical portal of C.S Lewis’s
Narnia, I imagined sliding the mirrored wardrobe door, pushing aside my buttoned shirts and
waistcoats and stepping into the world of my legal work.Afternoons I came home from my job at
the university to find the carpenter, cap on backwards, listing what she needed for the next day
while Jen, her girlfriend and assistant, wound cords, put away tools and swept up wood
shavings. In her builder’s apron and cut-off denim shorts, Jen was friendly, tidy, reliable,
personable. With her slim hips, muscled shoulders and arms and playful brown eyes, she was
spunky too, but as someone else’s girlfriend, she was beyond my mental bounds. Sure, I was
always happy to see her, but with lectures to deliver and the legal publisher breathing down my
neck for the administrative law textbook I’d been contracted to write, I wished they’d hurry up
and finish.After the job was finished, I arranged to buy wood and hay from Jen. She’d deliver
eggs with sunshine yolks, firewood she’d chopped and hay she’d baled. As I handed over
payment, she’d say, ‘Thanks, that’ll pay for my trip to town.’One day, as we drank tea in the
shade of the pool’s pergola, Jen explained that the farm was too far from town for a regular job
and local farmers wouldn’t hire a woman for cattle work, even though they’d all seen her ride and
work cattle at the area’s campdraft events. Making a living from the land wasn’t really possible
either: her two hundred acres could only run thirty head of cattle, and distance combined with
poor soil meant it wasn’t viable to sell vegetables. She’d tried, once growing seven hundred
lineal metres of snow peas.‘So,’ Jen said, ‘I’m a self-made peasant.’‘Would you ever leave the
farm?’ I asked.‘And do what? Go back to teaching home science?’I laughed. Jen was nothing
like my home-economics teacher, Mrs Maggs, with the high bouffant and large bust, who’d
patiently tried to teach teenagers who’d grown up with domestic workers how to separate eggs
and bake scones.‘I’d have preferred to become a mechanic but that wasn’t an option for girls in
the seventies,’ Jen explained. She told me how, growing up in the country, she’d liked taking
things apart and putting them together. She’d spent only five years living in the city – she’d had
fun at the lesbian bars but not teaching home science – and then she and her girlfriend Ash, who
also wanted to ‘live simply and simply live’, had left Sydney and taken a motorbike trip



north.‘Tywyah is rocky, tough country,’ she said. ‘But it was what we could afford.’ First they lived
in a large tent, cooked on an open fire and bathed in the creek. They ate dried beans and tinned
food because they had no refrigeration, and once a fortnight drove to town for a steak at the pub.
By the time Ash’s children, a ten- and eight-year-old, had joined them, they’d laid poly pipe to
pump water from the creek, built a shack from bush poles and scantling, bought a milking cow
and chickens and started breeding horses.They seemed the epitome of hands-on feminism and
pioneering self-reliance. ‘I’m amazed you can do all this stuff,’ I said. ‘All I can do is convert a
power plug and hammer in a picture hook. Who taught you?’‘Not our fathers. I had country
common-sense but apart from horseriding, girls weren’t taught traditional boys’ jobs,’ Jen said.
‘Luckily Ash and I were both pretty practical so at Tywyah we learned on the job and from some
neighbours.’Unlike Jen, I’d not lived in one place longer than a year since I’d left my childhood
home. I’d never been financially insecure and my longest relationship had lasted about two
years. I knew of lesbian communities like Ebook Tops Acres where women lived cooperatively
and without the crutches of worldliness, but I was not such a woman. I knew myself to be
hopelessly urban and middle class. The closest I’d come to pioneering life was admiring Laura,
the compassionate and feisty hero of Little House on the Prairie, the television series I’d
watched as a child.But as Jen talked, I nodded. Ostensibly, the words she used were familiar:
home, poor country, drought, the price of cattle, the financial complexities of relationship
endings, even the form required for the fortnightly dole. After all, my businessman father had
gone from insurance broking to chicken farming, my mother’s family had farmed sheep in South
Africa’s Little Karoo and I’d worked in social security law and researched the legal recognition of
lesbian and gay relationships. Naively, I thought I understood what Jen’s words meant.I prodded
her with questions. After five years another girlfriend had followed Ash and she too had matched
Jen physically. Together they’d built a bigger house – mudbrick and recycled timber with sand,
cement and sawdust walls. But since that relationship had ended, Jen’s girlfriends had all been
women who’d lived in town.‘Not sure what sort of woman would stick with life out on the farm,’
Jen said.2.COME MAKE HAY‘A WOMAN WHO CAN put petrol in her car to drive to the farm,
who has a job with a regular wage, is a non-smoker – and has a swimming pool.’That was Jen’s
list of what she wanted in a girlfriend, or so she told me as we lay naked in her white sheets the
morning after we became lovers.When her relationship with the carpenter ended, Jen had taken
to dropping in for a swim – just for a visit, no business transactions.One December day, the
swimming pool water cool against my skin as I watched Jen tumble turn for another length
underwater, I was surprised by a race of desire. The newly single Jen, a woman with whom I’d
enjoyed an easy friendship for some two years, suddenly seemed sexually attractive, urgently
so. Was it her open face, her perfect lips or her lightness and laughter? Or her body – those
muscled arms and back, her horserider’s thighs, the slender hips with the tattoo on the hipbone?
But I’d seen all that before; everyone swam naked in our very private swimming pool. Perhaps
desire is often about timing. It was two years and two months since I’d last had sex. In that time
I’d not been attracted to anyone and now Jen, with that playful glint in her hazel eyes, was clearly



available.With our elbows on the pool edge, we chatted about love and, as lesbians do, we told
each other our coming-out stories. She’d fallen in love at teachers’ college in Newcastle.‘Did you
know you were a lesbian before that?’ I asked.She hadn’t, although no one believed her. ‘And
you?’ she asked.‘No idea.’ I laughed. ‘When I first emigrated I went out on all these dates with
nice Jewish boys. But then law school started and I met this woman, and her friends. Lesbians.
I’d never been attracted to a woman before but suddenly I just couldn’t stop thinking about her.
She had a fetish for Italian leather shoes, wore white shirts with the collars raised and oh my
god, the way her fingers would nimbly roll cigarettes – greyhounds she called them.’‘Who made
the first move?’ Jen asked.I grinned. ‘Me. I’d sent a shipping container of stuff from South Africa
and when it arrived, I asked her to help me convert the electric plugs. But as she was levering
the back off the first plug, I took the screwdriver from her. She said, “You didn’t ask me here to
help you change the plugs, did you?” So I kissed her, and then … mmm … I couldn’t believe it. It
was so right, like this was true desire. I’d had consensual sex, good sex, with a boyfriend at uni in
South Africa, but oh my god, this was a whole new eroticism and intimacy. It turned everything I’d
always expected completely upside down. I realised I had choices.’‘And when that ended? Did
you go back to boys?’‘No. I tested out sex with a guy – he was my accountant, but we’d become
friends. It was clear to both of us I just wasn’t really into it.’ I lay back in the cool pool water. ‘For
me, lesbianism’s felt like way more than sex and love. It’s about politics too, and I completely love
being part of this community.’‘I know what you mean,’ Jen said, smiling. ‘And what about your
family? Are they all back in South Africa?’‘Oh no. Only my stepmother and aunts and cousins are
there. My folks split when I was six and my dad died six months before I emigrated. My mom’s
side are all in Sydney, bar one stepbrother. Two married stepbrothers emigrated first, then I
came, then my sister and her family and then my mom and stepdad.’ I paused. ‘Now they’re all in
Sydney and I’m here. You know, families. Now tell me about your first girlfriend at college.’I urged
Jen on with questions about her relationships, about the women’s community in Sydney in the
late seventies, about her links to the lesbian community after she moved to the farm in 1981.
Eleven years older than me, she’d come out into a more discriminatory world and a more
separatist lesbian community.‘It was so different,’ she said. ‘I wasn’t at the 1978 protest – the first
Mardi Gras – but my ex, Rob, was.’‘Another ex?’ I teased.Jen smiled bashfully. ‘Rob was dragged
away by the cops and when her picture was flashed across the papers she almost lost her job at
a private girls’ school.’I shook my head. ‘And look at us now, rehearsing our Byron Bay Surf-
broads routine for the Mardi Gras without a concern for our safety.’I wanted our conversation to
last, not evaporate like the squiggles she drew with water on the hot pavers. Again I wished I’d
spent more time studying the art of seduction than the options for legal recognition of lesbian
and gay relationships.When Jen dropped in early one morning a few weeks later, after I’d fried
eggs and made toast, she asked, ‘Is there something we need to talk about or should we just
leave things the way they are?’‘Well,’ I said, resorting to the only type of seduction I knew, ‘what
I’d really like to do is race you off to bed right now.’She laughed and said, ‘Well, that’s not going
to happen. I’ve got to get back to the farm and it’s not long since my breakup. Anyway, neither of



us is after a one-night stand.’She was right. As much as I longed to be the kind of girl who’d had
more lovers than notches on my belt, my heart was sensitive and I wanted more than sex.‘How
about dinner?’ I asked.‘It’s too far to town from the farm,’ she said, laughing. ‘I’ll call you.’When I
leaned forward to kiss her, she presented a cheek, hopped into her truck and said, ‘Good things
come to those who wait.’I groaned, and not just because I hate clichés.We courted by letter and
phone. The publisher’s deadline for the law textbook was drawing near but the case law on the
right to a fair hearing no longer seemed compelling. I pruned every hibiscus and bougainvillea in
the garden, oblivious to the scratches the thorns left behind. I thought only of Jen – well, of sex
with Jen.Eventually the invitation came a fortnight later during a phone call. I was on my bed,
fantasising about Jen beside me, when she said, ‘Do you want to come make hay?’‘Sure,’ I said,
interpreting the invitation metaphorically.‘I’m serious,’ she said, her tone teasing. ‘I’m baling the
Mill paddock.’On that first hot summer night, as cicadas sirened in the gum trees, as I sat at a
table covered by a patchwork cloth made by her mum, Jen announced – to my awe and
amazement – that everything on the plate was homegrown: the new potatoes, the lettuce,
cucumber and cherry tomatoes confettied with herbs, and the rump steak.All I wanted was to
gaze at her slim hips in the faded hipster Levi’s, listen to her soft laughter, touch the shaved
chestnut hair at the nape of her neck, smell the remnants of the day she’d spent hay baling and
taste her, not the pepper sauce that burned my mouth. All I could think was: who’s going to make
the first move?Instead I said, ‘So, did this cow have a name?’‘Easter,’ she said smiling, her eyes
glowing in the candlelight. ‘Or Christmas, or Dinner.’Later, as I leaned my elbows on the wide
windowsill of her bedroom and looked up into the velvety sky, Boxer and Topdeck snorted and
sneezed down at the stables. In the dark I could just make out Jen’s shadowy figure walking
towards the barn to let them out. My blood shook and spun up and down my veins. I really liked
this woman and her blend of softness and toughness, and I feared the strangeness of her world.I
took a deep breath, inhaling the sandalwood oil at my wrists and, over the top of it, pungent
mosquito coil, manure and lawn clippings. Intoxicating blends everywhere. What was I getting
myself into? This place in the Australian bush where she farmed chickens and cattle and rode
horses seemed so much more than a workplace or even a home. It was certainly how others
knew her. It was perhaps even who she was.And it was a two-hour drive along winding country
roads from where I lived. Culturally the distance was possibly even greater. Jen and I came not
just from different countries but from backgrounds poles apart in almost every way. My parents
were middle-class Jewish professionals and intellectuals who’d never done a day’s manual
labour. During our poolside conversations Jen had told me her father, who’d survived the Thai–
Burma railway as a prisoner of war of the Japanese, had been employed as a station’s
stockman; and her mother, before she became a barmaid, was a full-time homemaker who
cleaned the employer’s house and sewed wheat bags during the harvest for sixpence each. That
was how their family could afford a fridge and an annual holiday to the coast.As I tried to rein in
my mind, Jen appeared, scooped Puss off the bed and put her outside, closed the French
doors, and kissed me on the back of my neck.Over the days as we discovered each other, we



found too that our skin told our stories. I, who’d grown up wrapped in cottonwool under the
watchful gaze of my nanny Ellen and my mother’s ‘be careful, don’t hurt yourself’, was pale and
freckled and scarless apart from the recent bougainvillea cuts. Jen’s broad and calloused hands
were marked by abrasions from fencing, digging, gardening, building and cattle work. There was
a scar to mark her fall from the roof when she was building the mudbrick house, scars from
welding, and a long scar above her bellybutton that involved a steel post and a broken wire from
when, as a twelve-year-old, she’d gone out to get a rabbit for dinner at her mother’s request. She
was a good shot and some nights they’d go spotlighting – a pair of rabbits brought forty cents.
She’d begun riding horses when she was two and hunting wild pigs on foot with a single-shot .22
when she was nine.If my house with the swimming pool and a full tank of petrol were part of
what drew Jen to me, I was drawn to her abundance of things money couldn’t buy. Over the
months to come, we wooed each other with kindness, affection and attention – and our different
resources. Our kisses and bodies were breathless and bold.I arrived for weekends on the farm
with smoked salmon and mangoes, and whisked Jen off to luxurious rainforest retreats and city
weekends. I was the adventurer, the city slicker, wresting Jen away from her country comfort.
Jen’s response to these trips was, ‘What I love about going away with you is coming home.’Jen
treated me to bonfires and billy tea, nights in the swag under the stars, horse rides and naked
swims in the cool waters of a creek visited only by wildlife.In the evenings, as we sat on a log in
front of the bonfire watching the moon rise gold through the gum trees, I pinched myself. This
woman. This space. This freedom. I remembered Marlowe’s line: ‘Come live with me and be my
love.’‘The rural idyll,’ I said, leaning into Jen. This was the antithesis of my busy work life. The
antithesis of my Johannesburg childhood of bars on every window, high fences and security
gates that were locked at night.Jen laughed. ‘Don’t romanticise it too much. I’ll get you out
working soon.’One weekend Jen led me away from the white sheets and mosquito net down to
the stables where she was building a fence. I’d only ever hammered picture hooks into plaster.
She showed me how to place the two-inch nail against the wooden paling and tap its head. The
first nail catapulted into the dirt. As did the second, third, fourth and fifth. Even when I managed
to get the nail to bite the wood, and swung hard as instructed, the nail barely moved. When it
did, it was bent. I bit my lip, confused, surprised. How come I could whack tennis balls with ease
and grace but not a nail?‘Don’t worry, it’s very hard wood,’ Jen said.I relinquished the hammer
and, with a roll of my eyes and a mock shimmy of my hips, said, ‘Does that mean my only role is
beautiful assistant?’As I traced the initials – Jen’s and her previous girlfriend’s – carved into the
cement of the feed shed, I marvelled she knew how, and physically managed, to do such heavy
work. But my awe was creased with concern: were we just too different?On another weekend
visit, at dawn I went outside to the shower before I left to drive back to town to teach an early
class. Most nights we showered together under the stars, to my delight and relief: who knew
what creatures lurked in the open air and dark of the night? The truth was, where raw country
coursed through Jen’s cells, I was no Emerson, no ‘lover of uncontained and immortal beauty’.
Like many urban South Africans, I’d been to the game reserve as a child. From the safety of the



car I’d jaw-dropped at lions and elephants and giraffes, but otherwise, in my heady Jewish
family, ‘nature’ was mostly described generically, as in ‘tree’ and ‘bird’, and only ever
scientifically differentiated as ‘big’ or ‘little’. I’d never been camping and the spectre of untamed
nature had always seemed more dangerous than city laneways and the bricked paths of
botanical gardens.Now, as hot water washed over me, I looked out to the sunlit spotty gum trees,
filling myself with fresh air, marvelling at the extraordinary freedom and privacy of this life.
Suddenly, something rat-like raced across the edge of the cement where I stood. I hopped from
foot to foot, screamed and ran stark-naked along the timber walkway to the back door.‘What’s
wrong?’ Jen said, meeting me at the door.‘There’s a rat. It came right near me,’ I said, my face
crinkled with horror. I didn’t want to be the woman in the cartoon who leapt onto a chair as I’d
once seen my mother do, but rats and mice freaked me out more than spiders and snakes.
‘Nearly across my feet!’Jen laughed. ‘Ah, that’s Martha. She’s an echidna. She won’t hurt you.’I
shuddered. Martha. She even had a name.‘What’s an echidna?’‘Like a porcupine. They’re good
eating. I had some Koori mates who used to take me hunting. Quite rich. Did you turn the water
off?’‘No, sorry,’ I said, blushing. This was hardly the way to impress this woman.As Jen and I
gradually opened our hearts and souls to each other, my limitations and fears didn’t seem to
matter – to either of us. I was a visitor from another world. So, when the pink twine cut into my
palms as we swung rectangular hay bales onto the truck’s tray, Jen kissed my soft office hands.
When I couldn’t fathom how to open the strange lever of wire and wood Jen called a ‘cockie’s
gate’, she climbed down from the truck and we flirted as she unhooked and levered wood from
wire. When I pulled out the whole silverbeet plant instead of picking the leaves, when I didn’t
think to light the woodstove three hours before I wanted to bake a banana cake, we laughed.
When I leaned over the fence, watching as she broke in her mare Topdeck, we joked that she
was breaking in two of us at once. When I asked why there were filing cabinets in the paddock,
Jen said, ‘You mean those bee boxes?’ and we laughed. It was easy to shrug off my ignorance
and incompetence – after all, we shared values and pleasures and we were newly in love.We
decided we were each other’s favourite waste of time. We couldn’t get enough of each other’s
bodies or hearts or minds, and there was no risk we would: we lived two hours apart and both
had busy work lives. We inhabited separate spheres and saw each other for a three-day
weekend every fortnight. The rest of the time my life carried on as before. I worked long days
finalising the textbook and teaching at the university. Home was the sanctuary I’d created with
my housemate and our community of friends in a landscape so beautiful that I pinched myself
whenever I drove up the driveway and looked out to the hills.Neither Jen nor I had any intention
of changing where and how we lived. Separateness and differences seemed intrinsic to our
relationship. Perhaps even its aphrodisiac.3.THE REALITY OF JEN’S WORLDON ONE
WEEKEND VISIT, during the early months of our romance, after Jen had ushered me in through
the iron gate, after we’d kissed, uncorked the wine, set out the smoked salmon and cream
cheese, Jen said, ‘Jack and I’ve got some work in the yards tomorrow. You up for coming
along?’I agreed, imagining I’d watch Jen and Jack. I’d met him briefly, a sixty-something white-



haired man with a big smile. Early the next morning, still humming from our night together, I
perched on the top wooden rail of Fletchers’ yards wearing my belted Levi’s and elasticised
boots, a stiff cotton shirt with the collar turned up and my balloon of curly hair tied up in a
ponytail. I was safely above the huge black and red cows milling and mooing, peeing and
pooing. Not even a slightly squeamish distaste at those bodily fluids dulled my delight – the fresh
air, the blue sky, the magpies yodelling, the wind in the dusty eucalypt trees. Magnificent wide-
open space. Even if Jen had a ‘no affection in front of Jack’ rule, I was the star of a rural love
story, miles from my legal job – oh, if my mother and friends could see me now.I’d expected to
watch sexy cowgirl Jen in her cream moleskins, blue buttoned-up shirt and akubra hat – until she
tossed me a piece of black poly pipe.‘Take this cow basher,’ she said. ‘We could do with an extra
body. Stand over there and just wave it around if any of them charge you.’With my fingers
gripping the black poly pipe, I stood amid the rising dust and bellowing cows, their necks and
heads thrust up in the air. When I wasn’t making sure I was safe or wondering if the word
‘bellows’ came from the way their bellies expanded and contracted with each vocalisation, I
looked over to the other yard. There, with arms outstretched, Jen and Jack were making sh-sh
sounds and saying ‘come on, little fellas’ to the calves they were directing towards an open gate.
As Jen walked up the side of the race she called me over. My back to the post-and-rail fence,
eye to eye with those great big cows, I inched cautiously towards her.‘You can be secretary,’ she
said, positioning me next to the head bails beside a rusty forty-four-gallon drum that served as a
table. She explained that Jack would push the calves up the race, and then she turned and
tugged a lever that opened the two steel posts of the head bails. ‘When they poke their heads
through, I’ll catch their necks like this and then we’ll put a tag in their ear and cut the boys.’ She
pulled down on the lever and the steel clanged shut.I shuddered: this was the clang of the prison
door.‘But doesn’t it hurt?’ I asked.‘Not if they don’t wriggle. It just contains them. Like when a
limb’s immobilised by a splint or something.’I wasn’t convinced. From her top pocket she took a
little book with a red plastic cover and ‘Elders Stock Agents’ printed in white script. She flicked
through the pages, each one headed with a date and then ‘Bush Paddock’ or ‘Creek Paddock’
and then some numbers.‘We need a tally of how many heifers and how many steers.’I gratefully
took the little book and stub of pencil. At last, a realm I was proficient in. A job that would keep
me safe from the cattle but close enough to Jen, who was lithely climbing over the rails.She
caught me looking and winked. ‘You watching?’ she asked, gesturing to the race where Jack,
with his bowlegs and long black gumboots, was saying, ‘Come on, little fella, up you go,’ as he
walked behind a red calf. And then, as the calf stepped forwards, Jen caught his neck between
the steel rods. I flinched for the calf and marvelled at Jen’s quick reflexes.‘If you lose one it’s
more work ’cos it’ll go back in with the cows,’ Jen said, ‘and then you’ve got to go through that
whole process again of separating the calves from the cows and getting the calf back into the
forcing pen.’I nodded, wordless.‘We’re gonna cut now. You okay with blood?’ she asked.‘Fine,
thanks,’ I said, not knowing if I was, or what they were about to do.She spat on a long sharpening
stone, pulled a pocketknife from the pouch on her belt, ran it up and down the stone, then



against the leather of her boot, and then against the fine fair hairs on her arms. ‘Knife’s got to be
really sharp,’ she said.Trying to be cool, I said, ‘Hey, I’m a Jew. We do it when boys are eight
days old.’‘That’s foreskin,’ she said. ‘This is the testicles so they can’t reproduce.’I blushed. I
knew that. But still, it was all in the same sensitive region. Not that this was what I expected when
I came to visit my lesbian lover.I was relieved when Jen handed the knife to Jack, but then she
said, ‘Sometimes I do the cutting but today I’ll hold.’ She grabbed the calf’s tail, twisted and
pulled it up. ‘Some farmers say holding like this numbs them at the back,’ she said over her
shoulder. ‘I’m not sure it’s scientifically proven. Main thing is to keep them still and do it
quickly.’Bent over behind the calf, Jack slit the testicle, then set the knife down on the wooden
race, pulled on something cord-like, cut again and then tossed a pink sac of tissue and flesh
outside the race to the waiting kelpie. She leapt, caught it and gobbled it in one mouthful. Jack
repeated the process. It was quick. The calf hadn’t moved or cried out, but blobs of bright red
blood spattered the dirt beneath him.It might be different from circumcision but as I stared at that
little calf, I remembered my godson’s bris in Johannesburg a decade before. How before the
ceremony, after I’d handed my godson to his godfather, my cousin had grabbed my hand and
we’d hurried down the passage to the bathroom. When my godson’s cry seeped under the door,
we winced with him. Now I was wincing with a little calf. Sure, I couldn’t know what he, or his
mother, felt, but didn’t that cut hurt the calf? Didn’t that separation upset the cow? Yes, I might be
anthropomorphising, but why not?Then Jen climbed back over the rails, pulled the lever on the
head bails and the calf leapt forwards and trotted into the yard where the cows waited. After a
little mewl and a responding bellow from his mother, he found her. She sniffed him and soon he
was bashing her bag of milk and sucking a calming glug.When I turned back to the race, another
calf’s neck was caught in the bails, Jen was holding his tail and Jack was feeling around for the
nuts. It was all so fast. I marked down another stroke. I counted up the little lines and then looked
to where the calves were reunited with their mothers. I didn’t want to watch the next
operation.‘You okay?’ Jen asked when Jack was out in the forcing pen getting a calf.I grabbed a
breath that seemed the first in ages. ‘Yes,’ I said. ‘It’s just a bit brutal. Those poor little
calves.’‘Now you know why all the boys in the area cross their legs when they see me coming,’
she said, laughing as she jumped into action and caught another calf.Over at the dam there was
a splash, a flock of wood ducks skimming along the water as one of the dogs swam along the
edges. Some of the calves had followed their mothers to stand in the shade of the trees, some
had stayed in the yard sucking, and others were lying down. Despite Jen’s assurances that the
calves would be fine, my heart sank. Would they? How could she be so matter-of-fact about
inflicting pain on a defenceless animal? And then, with a mind that tends to mountains not
molehills, I wondered about this affair. If weekends on the farm weren’t simply about lust and
love, if they sent me seesawing between disgust and desire, did I really want to be lovers with
Jen?Job done, Jack washed his hands in the bloodied water in the bucket and Jen packed the
applicator and eartags into a fishing tackle box. For them it was simply all in a day’s work.I
handed Jen the little red book. ‘Thirteen boys and fifteen girls.’She frowned as she looked at the



page. ‘Don’t you know how to do a tally?’‘Draw a mark for each one and then add them up,’ I said
defensively.‘That’s not how you do a tally. You do four marks and then for the fifth you draw a line
through the four. That way you easily see how many you’ve got.’There was obvious sense to her
method. For the first time in my pen-pushing life I felt stupid and useless.Then Jack chirped,
‘C’mon, Fwankie’s makin’ ro’ ca’es for mornin’ tea.’At the Fletchers’, where Jack lived with his
three brothers, all bachelors, I followed Jen up onto the verandah. Norman, the only one who
could read, was peering at the local paper, his puffy ankles pooling over the top of his slippers.In
the kitchen I was introduced to Frank, who was standing at a burn- and blade-marked formica
kitchen table with a jam tin of lard and a tub of vegetable scraps. The second youngest of the
four brothers, his red face peaked in a Tintin tuft of rice-white hair and wiry whiskers sprouted
from his blotchy skin.In the bathroom I washed my hands with a nub of soap that teetered on a
ledge of decayed wood. The lino beside the shower was blue floral with a smudge worn to white
where the brothers had balanced their bodies to scrub a raised foot.When the clock on the
walnut sideboard ding-donged half past nine, everyone took a seat at the round dining table. Its
plastic cloth was patterned with purple pansies, and at its centre was an aluminium teapot and a
tray of tomato and barbeque sauce, salt and pepper, Vegemite, golden syrup and
toothpicks.There was a dusty curtain of cobwebs over the windows and the framed photographs
on the wall beside them drew my gaze. Jen had told me what she’d heard of the brothers’ story.
How they grew up during the war, in Green Pigeon, way out in the bush. How they chopped
wood, carried water, dug lantana and milked cows. They didn’t go to school or learn to read and
write. Instead, they learned which seeds were poisonous, that pigeons not crows are good to
eat, and how to wring a chicken’s neck. Twelve children, until the three girls went to live with the
nuns.‘Here,’ Jack said, pulling out a padded chair beside him. ‘Ha’ Bwucey’s. He a’ work.’ Bruce,
the fourth bachelor brother, worked on a nearby farm and owned the wooden lion on the
sideboard, a gesture of thanks from the Lions Club for the many sausages he’d barbequed.The
Fletcher brothers talked in stop-start phrases, their voices heehawing and stuttering over each
other. It was English they spoke, but to me the conversation was indecipherable. From their
teasing tone I assumed they were bullying or blaming. Jen winked at me: she’d warned the
brothers were even harder to understand when they were together, and that locals referred to
their language as ‘Fletcherese’. She’d known these men for sixteen years and still, sometimes,
only context clued her to meaning.I listened intently to their conversation, bringing the same
concentration my rusty Afrikaans demanded when I visited South Africa. Still, I understood little
and occasionally nudged Jen for translations. Lash was latch, Tussex was Sussex, showed was
closed, booze was bruised, awigh was alright, icey was pricey. I noted words in search of a
pattern. But just when I decided Rs and Ls were spoken as Ws, I heard them articulate the R in
‘rats’ correctly. It wasn’t that they had strong accents but rather that they spoke so quickly that
some words were skipped altogether, others elided or left hanging, only half said, like shudow,
which meant shut down. As I sat at that table I wondered what my speech therapist friends
would say about their language, if it was simply relative isolation that had nurtured their family



code. I was fascinated. They seemed like characters from a novel.When one of the brothers
addressed me directly, I played for time. I had no idea what he’d asked and blushed. If only my
alien status wouldn’t flash in lurid neon. These men may never have learned to read and write,
never have heard of South Africa, but, to my surprise, around them I felt ignorant.And then Jen
said, ‘Hayley wants to know if nutting hurts the calves.’I swallowed. I didn’t expect to have a
conversation about castration at a table of men I barely understood.Frank jumped in with a
comment and they all laughed.Jen translated: ‘No one eats bull meat cos it’s tough and tastes
bad and you can’t leave them like that or they’ll end up like Maclean’s.’‘Which means?’‘Inbred.
Maclean’s our neighbour. His cattle were on the road yesterday; they’ve got a particular look –
skinny, block-headed and sickly. He overstocks so they’re always hungry, he never sells and
doesn’t castrate his calves. It’s shameful.’Norman said, ‘Siwy bugger,’ and I smiled – I’d
understood something.‘They ge’ mad if you don’t cut ’em. Always fightin’,’ Jack said, leaning
back in his chair. And then he told a story, with Jen translating in asides, about someone who’d
lost some bulls – ‘gone off into the hills’ – and by the time they were found they were crazy: ‘Had
to shoot ’em.’Jen chimed in then. ‘They grow better if they’ve been cut but the main reason we
cut is so the restockers will buy our weaners and then fatten them up on good country.
Restockers only buy steers and heifers. If the bulls aren’t cut, you limit your market – they can
only go straight to the butchers.’‘So it’s a business decision?’‘Kind of. Cost and management,’
she said. ‘This way, apart from drenching and inoculating, we leave them out in the paddocks
until we’re ready to sell when they’re seven to eight months old.’When Frank set down a plate of
hot ‘rock cakes’ – date scones – the brothers dived in, slathering them with margarine. They
chewed tremulously and went back for a second or third. I stopped at one: rock cake was an apt
name.Frank, I discovered, cooked all the meals: breakfast was cereal and toast; lunch was cold
rissoles with onion, tomato and white bread; and ‘tea’ was three types of meat and boiled veg. In
summer he preserved apples that he bought cheap by the box. In winter he pickled chokos from
his own vine. He told me – Jen translated – that as a little boy on a wooden stool at his mother’s
side, he learned to bake and stew and roast. Unlike his brothers, he didn’t learn to use a gun or a
chainsaw. Then he went working – cooking – for harvesting contractors and weed
sprayers.When I asked for black tea, Jack smiled approvingly and, as he did for himself and his
brothers, put cold water in the base of my cup before pouring from the aluminium pot. As I
sipped the best cup of tea I’d ever tasted, I was grateful for this tiny twinge of compatibility. I was
grateful too that if this was Jen’s life, I had my own – a home, work and friends who spoke my
language.On another weekend we went along to ‘hall night’, the fortnightly bar and barbeque at
the local community hall. I ordered a glass of red – cask wine – from a big-bearded man behind
the bar, and steak and fresh salads for five dollars from a bright-eyed, chirpy woman in the
kitchen, and then followed Jen out to the barbeque where Frank was cooking steak and onions.
With Jack we sat down to eat at a trestle table inside under the fluoro light. As I looked around at
the high ceiling, the mudbricks, the regulars’ board and low wooden stage, Jen explained that
until about a year earlier there’d been no hall: the community had met at the fire shed. Over the



last ten or so years the community had fundraised, then the Fletchers had donated a piece of
their land, the government had given a grant and members of the community, Jen included, had
been employed under a work-for-the-dole scheme to build the hall. In the early days when the
community was even smaller, there’d been no fences and gates and people had visited each
other’s homes, but now the hall was the social hub – playgroup, music jam sessions, an annual
fun day and New Year’s Eve parties.‘How big’s the population?’ I asked.‘What do you reckon,
Jack?’ Jen asked, and property by property, up dirt road after dirt road, they named people and
when they’d come to the area, identifying fencing contractors, a top diesel mechanic and a
carpenter. Ridge Road they called ‘Von Ridge Road’ because of the German and Bavarian
families.‘About eighty permanents, including children,’ Jen finally said.‘And then there’s the
fishermen,’ Jack said. The weekenders who used the fishermen’s cottages on the Clarence
River, or camped on their bush blocks.‘I can’t believe you know everyone in the community,’ I
said, wondering if such familiarity would be comforting or boring.As I looked around at the men
and women leaning over the bar or sitting up on stools at the high metal table outside with the
jam tin of cigarette butts, I imagined my mother describing this as a community of ‘dropouts’.
This, I knew from countless fiery conversations, was what my mother had feared when I’d left my
city job to live in an area where the local paper’s news pages were dwarfed by a classified
section bulging with yoga and spiritual healing, ballroom dance and mudbrick making, astrology
reading and drama workshops. Known as the ‘rainbow region’, the north coast celebrated
difference: sea changers, alternative communities, traditional farmers – and the largest lesbian
and gay community outside a metropolitan area.I thought of the other labels I’d heard applied to
communities like this, both in Australia and South Africa: pioneers, ferals, non-conformists,
dreamers, idealists, alternates. Some pejorative, some positive, all with a core meaning referring
to people who’d opted out of conventional urban life. What, I wondered aloud, had drawn these
people here? It seemed most of the residents had moved to the area from somewhere else. Had
they walked away from families and convention for good reason? Were they environmentalists
following a belief in sustainable living, or visionaries creating new ways of living? Were some
hermits or people who preferred solitude to society?‘Anarchists,’ Jen said. ‘Most people out here
want to do their own thing, be their own boss, free of authority.’4.ARE WE TOO DIFFERENT?I’D
ONCE ASSUMED my life partner would be someone consistent with where I came from, what I
was passionate about and who I thought I was – that imagined and assumed ‘people like us’.
Literature provides few lesbian couples as role models but like those heterosexual stories of
Romeo and Juliet, Tony and Maria, Elizabeth Bennet and Fitzwilliam Darcy, I’d begun to suspect
that differences were not obstacles but rather the drug of desire. Or perhaps all relationships, but
particularly same-sex relationships, thrive on a tension between the familiar and the
mysterious.On the farm and in private, love and desire ruled. Jen’s differences – including her
use of a dictionary to write me love letters – were completely intoxicating. But on my turf, even
though I welcomed Jen with kisses, I was tense and awkward when she first walked through the
glass sliding door, and at some point she’d frown and ask, ‘Do I need an icepick to relax



you?’We had many friends in common. Amid the safety of a lesbian and gay party we glided
around the dance floor, glued to each other, oblivious of others. Off the dance floor Jen often
gravitated to the crowd at the bar, I to the smokers at the bonfire.One night, at a Byron Bay
restaurant, Jen joined me for a friend’s birthday dinner. The other guests were middle-class
professionals who’d not met Jen before.‘So if they’re not dairy cattle, what do you have to do?’
one asked.Jen’s answers were soaked in blood and tissue and manure. She illustrated with an
outstretched arm how she’d once shoved in a cow’s prolapsed uterus.Another woman grimaced.
‘Do we have to talk about this while we’re eating?’‘But it’s interesting,’ someone else said. ‘I want
to hear more.’I sat silently, watching faces blanch, wishing we could talk about books or films or
people – anything other than farming. When someone asked a follow-up question, I interpreted
the interest as middle-class politeness. Jen didn’t: she embroidered her story with more gory
details and gestures. I glanced around the table, trying to read if my friends thought her cruel
and barbaric, if they questioned why we were together.An internal voice warned: You’re too
different. This can’t last.Just as I was familiar with the heady blend of attraction and fear, so too
had I heard that warning before – countless times. Again, I tried to discount it as my mother’s
voice, as a voice from a place where I no longer wanted to belong. My mother, along with the
South African Jewish culture we came from, had taught me to admire intellectual work – lawyers,
doctors, teachers, businesspeople, writers and artists. Not manual workers.When I’d bolted nine
hundred kilometres north of Sydney, I’d hoped, tried, to put my oil-and-water family behind me. It
might have been a family created by circumstance, a home riddled with the uncertainties and
frictions endemic to blended families, but my mother and stepfather’s marriage had held
together since I, the youngest, was seven years old. Even if my father, a charismatic and kind
man, had continued to represent safety, this blended family was the unit in which I, a thin-
skinned child with porous and penetrable borders, had been raised. Here I’d learned about ‘us’
and ‘them’, and when as an eight-year-old my only blood sibling – a sister seven years older –
had graduated from a closed bedroom door to moving to live with our father, I’d looked to my
stepfamily and peer group for friendship – love.Approval and cooperation, I discovered, were the
path to inclusion. Work hard, get top marks, play sport, don’t cry so easily and never ever behave
like or become a kugel, the South African version of a Jewish-American princess. Adaptable and
hungry for approval from everyone, as a child at primary school I allowed searching square-
edged fingers. I never enjoyed the status of ‘boyfriend and girlfriend’ but still I did as told with
hands and mouth to make that sticky, creamy body fluid appear. I obeyed instructions prefaced
by ‘I’m going to teach you about sex’. Later, as a 22-year-old alone in a foreign country, I
attempted to weasel away from other unwanted approaches without making a fuss.Within two
years of migrating to Sydney – a place I’d expected to be my raft of safety – my relationships with
my family, both blood and step, had unravelled. Some family members had rejected me, others
I’d refused. After what feminism had taught me about power, I could no longer maintain the
pretence of ‘family’. For me, family was not a site of safety and support, of belonging. There was
no one I could completely trust. The path to freedom lay in speaking out, but I feared the



consequences. Fear and confusion multiplied inside me and I felt really, really stupid. I hadn’t
protected myself; I hadn’t spoken out. Not as a child, not as a young adult. Shame dug its
crippling claws deeper into me. Silence seemed the only available tool. Exile the safest and most
sensitive path.I deleted phone messages and scrunched up invitations to Shabbat dinners and
Passover Seders. I told myself I didn’t need this family; I would be the brave and singular heroine
who created her own happy chosen family.Like so many stories, that was a hopeful
oversimplification: family, whatever our experience of it, is our first home. In every phone
conversation with my mother, the others – and the wounds that had led to my exile – were there.
Beneath our once profoundly companionable conversations writhed a pit of family conflicts and
compromises. When I visited my mother in her Sydney lounge room, as her pink lips moved I
saw not love but her continued relationships with people who caused me pain. Pain she now
knew about. She’d come to embody the unspoken and unresolved. As I sipped South African
Five Roses tea, I held myself tight. How was I to handle all the silences and charades? On guard
with my mother, I was graceless and quick to anger, poised for escape should any of the family
turn up.On one visit, I noticed my childhood matryoshka doll, which I called a babushka, on the
ledge of a cabinet, the painted wood chipped, its yellows and reds faded.‘I haven’t seen that for
years,’ I said as I twisted the doll at the waist to reveal the next doll and then the next and the
next, down to the eighth doll, just a little larger than my thumbnail.‘The boys love it,’ my mother
said.The boys. Nephews I didn’t know. I set the babushka down. Despite my resolve, despite my
rich adult life and ‘chosen family’ of friends, still I ached for that other family.Relentlessly, my
mother pursued me by phone and letter. I fired volley after accusing volley: You ask too much of
me. You don’t stand up for me. Where’s your loyalty to me? Your ongoing relationships with them
are a betrayal. My mother raised her shield: I love you. Distressed, bewildered, angry, frustrated,
I prickled back: You’re all words, never action. Your grand declarations of love mean nothing. I
can’t trust you. She repeated her catchcries: Let the dead past bury its dead. And: When you’re
happy, I’m happy.When I eventually told her about Jen, she said she wanted to meet her. My
mother had come a long way.I came out to my mother at the end of my first year in Sydney,
during the university break. She’d not yet migrated. We were seated on opposite couches in her
Johannesburg lounge room, the Persian carpet visible beneath the glass table, the antique
carousel packed with well-thumbed biographies and barely touched international recipe
books.There was a brief, tense silence after my announcement. My mother’s folded arms
seemed to tighten and her head bowed even lower. Then she – always the high-school English
teacher – shot back with a quote: ‘Glory be to God for dappled things.’‘What’s that supposed to
mean?’ I asked.‘Don’t you remember, Hayley? “Pied Beauty” by Gerard Manley Hopkins?’I
shook my head, masking an intellectual inadequacy I often felt in my mother’s company. ‘What’s
that got to do with my being a lesbian?’‘It’s proof of the beauty and importance of difference,’ she
said. ‘One has wonderful, deep friendships with women. You know how important my friends are
to me, but that’s what they are: friendships. One marries men.’‘But why limit yourself?’ I said. ‘I
don’t hate men, Ma. I’ve just discovered I like women more – in every way.’‘But, darling, I don’t



want you to be lonely.’If, to my mother, lesbianism was synonymous with loneliness, I couldn’t tell
her that in Sydney some weekends my only companions were the plaintiffs and defendants of
the case law I was studying. I’d leave my desk to wander through the fig trees of Centennial Park
just to see other people, to maybe exchange a few words with a stranger. I couldn’t tell her why
I’d distanced myself from ‘the family’, about my fear of becoming one of those people whose
dead bodies are found only when their piled-up mail becomes a public health hazard. The lonely
death. We’d always shared confidences but now I couldn’t admit that my affair with my
classmate was brief, that my new friends were busy with their weekend jobs and families and
friends, that I didn’t feel that the family we had in Sydney could provide any safety. I couldn’t tell
her that I didn’t know if I was straight or gay, who I wanted, or who would want me.Instead I said,
‘It’s not like that, Ma. You’re stuck in what you’ve learned from books, and that’s an outdated
literature. I read Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness, but really, it’s not like that.’My mother
was pensive. ‘I’ve always thought someone like you would marry an erudite man, someone who
could match you intellectually.’‘What, a nice Jewish doctor?’ I laughed. ‘Seriously? You know I’ve
never really fitted in those worlds. I tried, but it wasn’t right. At uni in Cape Town as soon as I split
up with Paul, I migrated from the Leslie Canteen with the Jewish kids to the Students’ Union
where the lefties hung out.’‘I wouldn’t care if your husband wasn’t Jewish or even if he were
black. But Hayls, lesbianism will mean you won’t have children.’‘I still can, if I decide I want to,’ I
said. ‘You know work has always been more my thing than kids.’My mother shook her bowed
head sharply as if to dismiss this news. ‘Darling,’ she said, ‘I just so want you to be happy. When
you’re happy, I’m happy.’I sighed. It was a line I’d heard all my life, a sentiment I interpreted as
pressure rather than love.My mother and stepfather came to live in Australia earlier than
planned, seven months after my coming-out visit back to South Africa. One Saturday afternoon
we chatted in my mother’s Sydney lounge room, seated on those same couches, surrounded by
those Persian carpets and paintings and a carousel of books: the trappings of home
transplanted to another country.‘What are you doing tonight?’ she asked, one of her perennial
questions.‘Nothing,’ I said.‘Oh, darling,’ she said, her voice dripping pity. ‘You could stay for
dinner …’‘No, thanks, it’s fine,’ I said, painfully aware she thought I was fulfilling her ‘lonely
lesbian’ prophecy. Painfully aware too that if I’d been able to cooperate with the pretence of
family, I’d not be so alone.I picked up a video and bottle of gin and went home to my cold, silent
flat, a floor below street level. As I sat in the armchair I’d brought from South Africa, staring at my
books and paintings, the air smelling of subterranean damp, my independent life seemed to
have lost its lustrous possibility. Under my mother’s watchful and disapproving scrutiny, my
Sydney life seemed a vacant dead end. Maybe I had to stick with the structures I’d been raised
for. Maybe my mother did know best: I’d be a lonely lesbian. But I wanted to be with women, not
men. It suited me – emotionally, politically and definitely sexually.
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Dr Paul Giles, “Great read. Loved this book - exciting, challenging and thought provoking. Also a
great love story. Hoping for a sequel near future”
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